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Houston Center of Excellence 
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EMEA Team 

TCG Enters Into Landmark Agreement With KBR for Strategic Corporate 
Travel, Meetings, Payment & Expense Management - Integration 
Optimization and Outsourced Program Management 

 

TCG Consulting recently announced a landmark agreement with Houston-based 
KBR, one of the world's premier technology, engineering, procurement, and 
construction companies. Through this innovative new business model, TCG will 
develop and implement a strategic global program optimization plan as well as 
transition and outsource KBR's existing travel team of experts to TCG.  

 
A key outcome of the agreement is the opening of a 
new TCG Center of Excellence office in Houston and 
an expanded presence within our EMEA regional 
headquarters located in London enabling continued 
service to KBR and other clients across the oil, gas 
and field services sectors in addition to other 
prominent industries.  

 

Legacy KBR travel team members will continue serving KBR while working with a wider variety of other 
TCG clients across multiple industries, both in Houston and globally. 

This unique business model enables the efficient, lower cost provisioning of corporate travel services at a 
pivotal time for the energy sector, addressing current market conditions while maintaining scalability 
provisions for longer term growth. 

Ian Mackey, KBR Executive Vice President for Human Resources and the Executive Sponsor of this 
initiative said the following on the genesis of the program and potential impact for KBR, "KBR strives to be 
a proactive industry innovator and leader. Based on eight years of success working with TCG, we created 
this optimization initiative to help significantly reduce KBR's long term cost structure and run rate in order 
to remain competitive and continue to offer world class and cost effective services to our clients." 

"KBR's annual total cost of program ownership for corporate travel, meetings, payment and expense 
management is a nine-figure expenditure.  However, as a result of this new program optimization initiative 
with TCG, we expect to achieve a reduction in costs in the high seven digits annually over the five-year life 
cycle of the program," continued Mackey.  

Mackey also commented on key non-financial benefits, "Maintaining program operational scalability is a 
key driver for KBR, enabling us to be nimble and quickly take advantage of shifting markets and 
opportunities.  Through this new program, we expect we can accomplish this while keeping a keen eye on 
maintaining and improving the traveler experience, enhancing security, and creating more efficient internal 
workflows." 

KBR's decision to outsource corporate travel, meetings, payment and expense management functions to 
TCG was driven by TCG's eight years of previous success consulting on travel services for KBR combined 
with TCG's innovative, all-inclusive and scalable solutions.  "Also important in our decision was TCG's 
commitment to offer the corporate travel team positions within their new Houston office to continue to 
support KBR, plus work with other clients - making this a win for all," continued Mackey. 

"TCG identifies and delivers corporate travel transformation via cost reduction and avoidance, strategic 
integration, and process efficiency strategies while ensuring a positive traveler experience," said TCG 
Global Managing Director Albert Taras. "We've seen sharply increased demand for our services, especially 
in the oil, gas and field services sector, as firms see an urgency to reduce their cost structures in today's 
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market. Travel and meetings are usually the second largest indirect expense a company can have, many 
times approaching two percent of total company revenue.  Reducing corporate travel costs as a 
percentage of revenue helps deliver tangible EPS improvements for our clients.  Our new KBR travel team 
members are global experts in the rigorous and complex world of energy industry travel. They will continue 
to provide superior support while TCG delivers global expertise to bringing efficiency to travel and travel-
related services." 

 


